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Al~traet--A class of methods recently developed by Brezzi for the solution of semiconductor device 
equations of the type div(Vu + u V~k) =f  with ~, given is further discussed. We show that the system 
arising from the methods has essentially diagonal matrices, and that, by use of a certain numerical 
integration, the methods are identical with the classical Galerkin method. We also indicate how the 
methods generalize to a more general case in which @ might depend on u (or on Vu). Finally, error 
estimates for the approximation fcurrent (current = a = Vu + u V~b) are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently in Ref. [1], a class of methods for the solution of semiconductor device equations of the 
type: find u e HI(t)) such that 
-d iv(Vu + uVg/) =f ,  in f~c R 2, 
u=g,  on Foe01), 
ou 
On +u =0,  on FI OflkFo, 
(1) 
are proposed. The basic idea of Ref. [1] is the following: (a) write equation (1) through the change 
of variable u = pe-*  as: find p ~ HI(t2) such that 
-d iv (e  -~ Vp) =f ,  in f~, "~ 
P=Z=e~g on F0, 
0p 
0--'n = 0, on F~; 
(2) 
(b) discretize the symmetric equation by means of a method which uses some kind of harmonic 
average for the coefficients e-~; (c) then write the discrete scheme in terms of the nodal values of 
u = e-~p which produces an M-matrix. 
In the following we further discuss the methods. We show that the methods actually produce 
finite element systems which have essentially diagonal matrices and that, by use of a certain 
numerical integration, the methods are identical with the classical Galerkin method. The latter is 
particularly important since this allows us to obtain error estimates for the approximation of 
current a by means of the usual argument of finite element method. We also indicate how the 
methods generalize to more general cases. If  ~ happens to be a function of u (or of Vu), we prove 
that the updating of the nonlinearity can be confined to a diagonal matrix. 
In the next section we present, for the sake of completeness, the standard Galerkin method for 
the solution of equations (2). In Section 3 we propose hybrid variable finite elements for the same 
problem. In Section 4 we show that the methods are identical with the Galerkin method by using 
some numerical integration. In Section 5 we give diseretization errors for the approximations of
et and p. Section 6 presents another scheme which is based on quadrilaterals. The last section 
presents a numerical result. 
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2. THE GALERKIN  METHOD 
For simplicity we assume that g --0. Let 
H~(f~) = {v ~ Hl(fl), v = 0 on F0}. 
Then the weak form of equations (2) appropriate for the Galerkin method is given by seeking 
p e H0~(i2) such that 
f e-*Vp.V, dx=fof, dx. V EH (n). (3) 
Let us consider a regular sequence {T, }h of decomposition of ta into triangles T or quadrilaterals 
K. We assume that, for simplicity, fl is a polygon. For each T,, let Vh be a finite element subspace 
of H~(t'l). Then the Galerkin formulation for the solution of equations (2) is as follows: find p, ~ Vh 
such that 
fne-~Vph" V~o dx = fnf~o dx, V~o ~ Vh. (4) 
Set Vh = span{qh . . . . .  q~,}, where q~ are continuous, piecewise polynomial Lagrangian basis 
functions of degree k/> O, and set 
m 
n = 
where m is the number of elements and f~t = Tt or K~. We let Ph = X~= ~ ~jq~j, where coefficients {~j} 
are determined by 
or  
fn e-C'Vph V~o~dx =~nfcpidx, i = 1 . . . . .  n, 
Ka = F,  (5)  
where 
K=(Ku),  Ku=;ne-*Vrp/'Vq~,dx, l<~i,j<~n, 
= (~j ,  . . . ,  ~,)T 
F=(F I  . . . . .  F,) T, Fj=ff~oldx, i=1  . . . .  n. 
Jn 
In practice, we compute first 
K(t} In e-* o = V~o/" V~o~ dx 
I 
on each element fit by numerical integration and then K by assembly, 
K,j-  
l - I  
This method has two disadvantages. (a) In applications the function ~ might be fairly big. Then 
it is inconvenient to implement equation (5)  on  the computer since e-* could be a considerable 
source of problems. (b) If ~ is a function of p or Vp, it is costly to update K in each nonlinear 
iteration step since the numerical integration and assembly process must be repeated 
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3. HYBRID VARIABLE F INITE ELEMENTS 
Let ¢ = e-Wp.  With equations (2) this gives us the coupled system 
C'o - Vp = 0, in~:}  
- div(a) = f, in (6) 
Then the weak form of system (6) appropriate for the mixed method is given by finding 
{a, p} f [L2(fl)]: x H~(f~) such that 
foe*o."tdx-foVp " " tdx=0,  Vt f[L:(f~)]2,~ 
foo.V dx fof dx, j (7) 
Let Vhc H~(fl) and Whc [L2(['~)] 2 be finite element subspaces associated with each Th. Thus the 
discretized version of equations (7) is defined by: 
Find {¢,, Ph} E W h × V h such that 
; e~oh'~ dx - ; Vph'~ dx =O, W f Wh, (8) 
fooh" V,p dx = fo .  dx, V,p f Vh. 
We shall consider two choices of Vh and Wh for a triangulation U 7'-- t T~ = fl of the polygon fl 
(a) V, = {~p f C°(~); ~P[r, f P,(Tt), 1 = 1 . . . . .  m}raH~(f~). 
I4", = {¢ f [L:(~)]2; zlr, f [P0(r,)]:, t = 1 . . . . .  m}. 
Set Vh=span{~Pi}7=l with cp~" associated the three vertices of TI as nodepoints, and set 
Wh = span{{~k~40}7= j :, where we choose the barycenter of Tt as nodepoint [see Fig. l(a)]. 
(b) Vh = {~P f C°(9); ~Plr~ f P2(TI), l = 1 . . . . .  m} n H~(fl), 
W h = {'t f [L:(~)]2;"tiff [PI (Tt)] 2, l = 1 . . . . .  m}. 
We now let 
Vh = span{~pi}7=,, Wh = span{{~k~l)}6=4}:, 
where with ~pl I) and ~k~ I) we associate the three vertices and midedge points of TI, and the three 
midpoints of sides of Th as nodepoints, respectively, and we let 
l, j=2 ,4 ,3 ,  
~kt4t)(xy )) = O, j = 5, 6, (9) 
--I, j= l ,  
[see Fig. l(b)]. 
(o l  (3} [b ]  
, / \ 
• X • 
111 121 141 161 121 
Fig. 1. Nodepoints in the cases (a) and (b). 
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Assume that Wh = span{{#j}~ ,}2, where #j are global basisfunctions. Then they have support 
just on one element in both cases. We thus have the following system of algebraic equations: 
A ' 
B 0)' B (2)' 0 JL=J 
(to) 
Remark 3.2 
Let 
-B,)-i 
:],  =t4. 
Then it is easy to see that M is nonsingular and that equation (10) can be written by 
-B  # o 
01[,1=[ 1 • (,,, 
The elimination of # yields that 
B'M-  t B= = F. 
We may first calculate the values of p for the nodepoints of each element associated with p. 
We then calculate ~ through p = M-'B=. Finally, we can use averages of the values of ~r 
for the nodepoints of each element to obtain more accurate approximations of 
at = e -~' ap /~x, a2 = e -~ t3p /t~y. For more information, see Ref. [3] 
Remark 3.3 
B is independent of ~ and depends only on the finite element mesh. Hence if ~, is a function 
of p (or of Vp), B can be calculated once before the nonlinear iterations are started. 
Remark 3.4 
It is easy to see that the choice (a) of Vh and Wh is current-preserving i  the sense of Ref. 1. 
Remark 3.5 
We can now go back to the original variable u via u = e-~p. For this, we define, for every 
function z in C°(D), its pi¢cewise linear interpolant zI (its piecewise quadratic interpolant zI, 
respectively) verifying z t= z at every vertex in Th in case (a) (at every vertex and midedge point 
by problem (8). Let Tj = supp(~j) and Q~ = supp(~pi ). Then, 
Aij = ~Tj e~'d/i~kydx' 
;T a ;T a B~!) = O~x (~oj) dx, n ~2~ = v -,j ~,,-~y (~pj) dx, 
F,= fnfipidx., 
Remark 3.1 
Problem (8) has a unique solution. This follows from the abstract heory of Ref. [2] and the 
relation V Vh c W,. 
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of Th in case (b), respectively). Then problem (8) can be rewritten as: find {~h, uh } ~ Wh x Vh such 
that 
fne*o~',dx-fnV(e%)",dx=O, V, e W~,}
fo fo 
4. EQUIVALENCE WITH THE GALERKIN  METHOD 
Here we shall show that the hybrid variable formulation proposed in Section 3 is identical with 
the classical Galerkin formulation by using a certain numerical integration. 
To calculate the submatrix A, we have to use some numerical integration as @ may not be 
constant. Hence, the entries of A will be approximate. However, the entries of B can be computed 
exactly by the quadrature formula below. 
Lemma 4.1 
If we apply the following quadrature formulas for the calculation of Aij, in case (a): 
frl ~O dx = area(Tt)~o (0~4°), (13) 
where 0(4 ° is the barycenter of Tt, and in case (b): 
~T/ 6 ~p dx = ½area(T3 ~ ~0(xy)), (14) 
j=4 
where x) ° are the midpoints of Tt, then the matrix A is diagonal. 
Proof It can easily be verified that A is diagonal in case (a) since supp(qt~)c~supp(~bj) = ¢# if i # j .  
Thus it suffices to show the lemma in case (b). Let ~b~ I) and ,b (t) belong to the same element Tl. "rj 
Then it follows by the construction of {$~}7-, that 
? 
= | }area(Tt) e*(~ )~0, A U e* qhSj dx = " 
Jr, 
since $ig,j = 0 at xy ) for i # j .  This completes the proof. 
Remark 4.1 
Note that ~b affects only A. Therefore, since A is diagonal, it can not be true that the stiff matrix 
of algebraic equations (11) has a row or a column which contains only very small coefficients. 
Theorem 4.2 
The hybrid variable formulation (8) is identical with the classical Galerkin method if we use 
equation (13) (equation (14) respectively) in case (a) (in case (b), respectively). 
Proof We only consider case (b) since case (a) is simpler. In the classical method it follows from 
equation (5) that 
where 
Ku = fn e-* V~p i ' Vrpj dx = g") + K ~3) ~oij U ' 
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Using equation (14), we have that 
K~ ~= ~ ½case(Tt) ~ e-~'x~") d-~--~pj(x~')) dw-~p,(x~)). (15) 
I = ! k = 4 OX OX 
A similar expression holds for K~ ). Here and in the following we use the same notations for 
Ktk) k = 1, 2, after we apply equation (14). q, 
We remark that when ~k is constant, equation (15) is exact since (~/dx)% is a piecewise linear 
polynomial and equation (14) is exact for quadratic polynomials. 
In the hybrid variable formulation it is easy to see from equation (11) that 
where 
K = K °) + K a), 
n' 
K(I) E ~(t) u = 'J~ MtT~BI~ ~ 
/=1  
Then it follows from equation (14) and (9) that, since ~t has support just on one element, 
where  {x~')}~'= I 
(16) 
tl" 
K~) = ~ ~area(Tt)~oj ,=, ~ (x~°)(~area( Tt)e~'°~")) - '~area(Tl) -~xStP' (x<,)) 
"'I  r~l d 
= ~ 3area(Tt)e-*( )~x q~i(x<t)) q~j(x(~))' (17) 
I= l  
is the collection of quadrature points. A similar expression is valid for Ka~ 
Comparing equations (17) and (15) yields 
K(k) k'~k) k = 1, 2. 
The proof is now completed. 
5. DISCRETIZATION ERRORS 
We now turn to estimate rrors bounds for a and p. Note first that if e -* >/e -~o > 0, it follows 
from equation (3) that 
Iolvpl 2dx e,0llfll_,llpN,, ~< 
where H [I-, denotes the norm in n-,(n)= (~r)(n))'. Hence if we restrict ourselves to homoge- 
neous boundary conditions, we find that 
lip II,  ¢°llfll-,, 
for some constant c > 0. This implies the boundedness of the solution p. The same estimate is true 
for the numerical solution P,, which satisfies that 
fne-~ Vph. Vtp dx = fnfq~ dx, VtP ~ Vh . (18) 
Theorem 5.1 
Let p be the solution of equation (2) with g = 0 and (¢h, Ph) be the solution of problem (8). Then 
f e-~'lV(p - ph)t2dx <~ inf f e-'lV( p -- ~2)[2 dx.  (19) 
Jn t'E V h Jn 
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Proof. It follows from equations (18) and (3) that 
f e-g' V(P -Ph) .Vtp  dx =0,  ~ Vh. tp 
Then 
from which inequality (19) follows easily. 
Remark 5.1 
Note that the equivalence in Theorem 4.2 has been used to obtain inequality (19). But equation 
(3) holds for exact integration. It thus remains to estimate the effect of quadrature rule. For further 
ideas in this direction consult Ref. [4]. We can consider an error estimate for the current o. Toward 
this end let us introduce some notation. We denote by ( .,- ) the inner product in [L2(f~)] 2and set 
a(o, t )=  (e'o, t), Iloll~ = a(o,o). 
Theorem 5.2 
Let p be the solution of equation (2) and let o = e -~ Vp. Assume that (oh, Ph) is the solution 
of problem (8) and o I is the approximation of o defined by 
o1~Wh and (o -o l ,  z )=O,  VzEWh. (20) 
Proof. Set 
Then, 
Note that 
and 
(21) 
o ° = e -* Vph. (22) 
IIo - o~ II~ ~ a(o  -o~,o  -o r )  
= a(o  - -  o r ,  o - -  o I)  + a (o  - -  o r ,  o I - -  o r )  
a(o  - ¢ , ,  ¢1_  o r )  = (V(p  - pt,), o I - o r )  
= a(o  - o °, o / - o , )  
by problems (7) and (8), so that 
IIo - or I[~ ~< IIo - o~ If= IIo - o'llo + IIo - o°llo IIo~ Ilo 
IIo - or Ilo(l[o - o'llo + IIo - o°llo) 
+ IIo - o°llo IIo - o'l[~ 
Combining expressions (19), (23) and (22) we obtain the desired result (21). 
We have here the same remark made as in Remark 5.1. 
(23) 
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Fig. 2 
6. THE QUADRILATERAL  
We would like to present other choices of the spaces Vh and Wh discussed in Section 3. Consider 
a regular sequence {Th }h of decompositions of fl into quadrilaterals K. We define the following 
spaces, case (a): 
Vh = {~P e C°(f'Z); ~P Ix e Qt (K), VK ~ Th }nH~(~), 
Wh = {~ ~ [L2(~)]2; ~lxe (VQ(K)), VK ~ T~}, 
where Q1 is the set of polynomials of degree ~< 1 in each variable, and (VQt) is the space of pairs 
of polynomials of the type (a + by, c + bx), a, b, c ~ R; case (b): 
V h = {q~ e C°(~); ~p Ix e Q2 (K), VK ~ Th}c~n~o(fZ) 
w~ = {~ ~ [L~(n)]=; • I,, z (VQ~), VK ¢ T~ }, 
where Q2 is the set of polynomials of degree ~< 2 in each variable, and 
(VQ2(K)) = {'t = V~o; tO ~ Q2(K)}, VK ¢ Th. 
For quadrilaterals, recall that the reference lement is rectangular. Hence as in Section 3, with 
the continuous bases ~i we associate Lobatto quadrature points [4] as node points and with if1 the 
Gauss points [4]. We then use the numerical integration of the Gauss quadratures. Finally, the 
results obtained in the previous ections are valid for both cases (a) and (b). The proofs are identical 
with those given as above. 
(1,0) 
(0,1) 
(4,4) 
Fig. 3 
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7. NUMERICAL  RESULT  
A numerical result is presented here by using the hybrid method (8) with Wh and Vh given in 
(a) on a 10 x l0 mesh over a uniform triangular decomposit ion of  the unit square [see Fig. 2], The 
function ~(x)  is given by ~(x)  = ~o(x) /S with S = l0 -4 and V~0 = ( -2 ,  - 1). Figure 3 presents 
the resolution of  a boundary layer with source f = 0. The boundary conditions are defined by 
u = l, on ORIwOR2, 
u=0,  on R3RjuR3R 2. 
The quadrature formula (13) is used. 
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